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Organization of memory. New York: Academic Press. 1972. p. 381-403.
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A distinction was proposed between episodic and se- folded, the three papers turned out to have
mantic memory as two parallel and partially overlap- been harbingers of the boom in semantic.
ping information-processing systems. Episodic mem- memory research.
ory refers to memory for personal events and the temBack in 1971, however, I had a problem. I
poral-spatial relations among these events, whereas had chosen not to give a paper at the confersemantic memory represents organized knowledge
ence because, although I had studied
organi3
that a person possesses about words and other verbal
zational processes at one time, I did not
symbols, their meaning and referents, about relations think I had anything new or interesting to say
among them, and about rules and algorithms for the on the topic. But when I listened to three sets
manipulation of symbols, concepts, and relations.
of prophets from the coming era of memory
[The SSC!a indicates that this paper has been cited research, it seemed quite clear that they were
in over 205 publications.1
not really talking about the kind of memory

that psychologists had been studying since

Hermann Ebbinghaus’s groundbreaking work
in 1885. If this were the case, what kind of
memory had psychologists been studying?
When I got back home—I was teaching at
Yale at the time—I wrote the chapter cited
here in which I speculated about the differ.
Endel Tulving
ences between episodic and semantic memory,
Department of Psychology
and I inserted it into the volume containing
University of Toronto
the contents of our conference.’ One
Toronto M5S 1A1
problem concerned the name of the memory
Canada
that was not semantic. I had misgivings about
the obvious term, “event memory,” because4
it had been preempted in a different context.
doing my homework for the chapter,5
September 30, 1987 While
I chanced upon a small book by S. Munsat
in which he used the expression “nonepisodic memory” to refer to nonpersonal memory,
and I adopted the positive version of Munsat’s
In 1970 Robert Glaser and James Voss at the term for my purposes.
University of Pittsburgh asked Wayne DonaldThe 1972 distinction between episodic and
son, a colleague of theirs, and me to organize semantic memory was not at all original. Many
philosophers
as well as students of memory
a conference on organizational processes in
memory. It was held in Pittsburgh in March pathology had expressed similar ideas all
1971. As frequently happens on such occa- along. I suspect that my paper turned out to
sions, some of the participants interpreted the be popular partly because, like the character
topic of the conference rather liberally and in Moliere’s play who discovers that he has
chose to talk about the future rather than the been speaking prose all his life without knowpast. As a result, three conference papers— ing it, mainstream students of memory were
one by David E. Rumelhart, Peter H. Lindsay, pleased to find out what it was that they had
and Donald A. Norman; one by Wafter been studying. The accelerating activity in the
Kintsch; and one by Allan M. Collins and M. domain of semantic memory also helped fan
Ross Quillian—dealt with the understanding the fires of the distinction.
of language. All three papers (also published
Since 1972 the concepts of episodic and se1
as chapters in Organization of Memory ) mantic memory have evolved considerably,
made explicit reference to “semantic other putative memory systems have been promemory,” borrowing this new term from one posed, and the whole issue ofthe basic nature
of the most influential PhD2 dissertations that of memory has shifted
6 7into the focus ofa lively
was ever left unpublished. As the future un- and spirited debate. ’
—
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